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Poinsettia Teddy bear is made of light grey mohair. The
pine green backing has been used for the soles and paw
pads, too, and is the perfect match for the magnificent
felt Poinsettia. details like the silver dust on the leaves
and the horizontal stitch in golden thread on the nose
add a festive touch to this Christmas Teddy bear.
(EAN 035463, 30 cm, L.ED. 1,500 pieces)
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E d itoria l

Dear Steiff friends,
It’s not long now until Christmas, and I’m sure you have already started thinking of ways
to treat yourself or your loved ones. Steiff enthusiasts generally have an easy time with
their wish lists, because you can never go wrong with a new addition for their collections.
And those of you who will be visiting a Club event or launch of new items in the autumn
– or have already done so – probably already know exactly what’s going to be on your
Christmas list this year.
However, even people who would not necessarily call themselves a collector or enthusiast
will be pleased to receive a gift by Steiff. What I find remarkable is that even pragmatics
and people whose natural inclinations are more for the technical are often unable to
resist the charm of a Steiff Teddy bear or animal. A Steiff animal is full of symbolism and
emotion. Whatever the occasion or event, we have the perfect item for it. It can create
amusement, offer comfort or express gratitude – and it will always provide the recipient
with a tremendous amount of pleasure. That you can be sure of.
Once again in this issue, we have tried to give you lots of ideas for treating yourself, your
friends and your loved ones. And of course, we mustn’t forget the new Club editions for
2014. Incidentally, apart from their reference to nature, there is something else that makes
them special: like all of the limited items in the 2014 collection, they will have a goldplated “elephant button” in their left ear. Next year is going to be all about “110 years of
the button in the ear”. Now, if that isn’t something to celebrate …!
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I do hope you enjoy this edition of our
magazine, and that you have a lovely autumn
and winter!

Best wishes,

INGE ZINNECKER
Steiff Club Manager
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Clu b N ews

from left to right:
2014 Club gift
(EAN 421303),
“Chestnut”, the 2014
Club edition
(EAN 421310) and
2014 Event Teddy bear
(EAN 421297).
All these pieces are
limited to the year 2014.
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The natural beauty of “Chestnut”
These nature-inspired Teddy bears are for Club members only.

There is perhaps nothing more magnificent than the chestnut tree. Some varieties are
known to be 1,000 or more years old. The ancient Greek name for the nut was Sardis glans,
from the town in Turkey (the capital of Lydia) where the tree first grew. It’s a member of
the Fagaceae or Beech family.
There is a famous chestnut tree in Sicily, known as the Tree of One Hundred Horses, under
which Queen Joan of Aragon and her cavaliers sheltered during a storm in 1308. There is
also an ancient chestnut tree in England which is said to have been planted in the time of
King Egbert around the year 800. Old chestnut trees are quite splendid, with trunks of
impressive girth.
Inspired by these timeless natural treasures, Steiff is pleased to present our “Chestnut”
Teddy bear – exclusively for Club members in 2014. Sewn from the finest green mohair,
the “Chestnut” Teddy reflects the colour of the tree’s leaves. Each leaf is intricately cut
from genuine wool felt and attached to the bear on a natural brown cord.
The paw pads of “Chestnut” are covered in delicate lace over pale mint green cotton jersey.
The nose is hand-stitched from floss to match the colour of the lace. Hand-sewn white
claws accent each limb. Expressive, shiny black eyes add a finishing touch to this wonderful
creation.
The Club Event Teddy for 2014 also draws from natural inspiration. The bear is created
from a lustrous beige artificial silk plush, is five-way jointed, and has a hand-stitched nose
in a colour that will remind you of wood or earth. Around his neck, the Teddy wears a white
cotton collar.
Your Club gift for the year ahead echoes the colour tone of the “Chestnut” Teddy.
Steiff Schulte has custom-milled the green mohair especially for this bear. The fur is
slightly curly or distressed to give it a vintage feel. The golden backing on the mohair
adds to the bear’s “antique” appeal. Naturally, the Teddy is five-way jointed and has handstitched features.
Three naturally beautiful Teddy bears await our Club members in 2014. All will wear a
gold-plated elephant button in commemoration of the 110th anniversary of this legendary
trademark. If you have not yet decided, won’t you make your plans to be part of the Club
community in 2014 again?
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Special items

Germany
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Germany

Rag Clown

Kaiser Wilhelm Teddy Bear

The Rag Clown is an essential part of Germany’s carnival
(Fasching / Fasteleer). Brightly coloured, cheerful, always
happy with a song on his lips and ready for mischief, he
is the symbol of good cheer, especially – but not only –
in the Rhineland carnival. His multicoloured costume can
vary tremendously, and is often lovingly and painstakingly
hand-sewn by carnival enthusiasts.
Our Rag Clown Teddy bear is the perfect embodiment of
this symbol of Germany’s carnival culture. He is made of
the finest light blond mohair, and has a mop of red hair.
His rag costume is by no means inferior to the originals,
and his polka dot bow tie underscores his good humour.
The “made-up” blue eyes, red nose and red lips add their
own appeal.
The Rag Clown is 25 cm tall, and officially available from
11.11.2013. Exclusively from:
CONNEX-PRODUCT-SOLUTIONS GmbH
Langenbergstraße 84, D-50765 Cologne
www.steiff-lappenclown.de
(EAN 989605, 25 cm, Limited Edition of 1,111 pieces,
RRP 229.00 €)

The Kaiser Wilhelm Teddy bear is the second “Prussian”
bear that Steiff has produced exclusively for Karstadt on
Berlin’s Kurfürstendamm. Like his 2011 predecessor “Der
Alte Fritz”, the 25 cm bear made of cream mohair wears a
typical Prussian uniform costume. His felt coat is adorned
by two Prussian medals, a red sash, silver-coloured braided
epaulettes and a belt. His felt trousers are “made to
measure”, and complete this highly distinguished outfit.
The white beard is finely worked into the fur, and depicts
the “Kaiser” as in the old portraits of the day – albeit
without his “Pickelhaube”.
Every bear comes with an overview of the Prussian kings
from 1701 to 1908.
The Kaiser Wilhelm Teddy bear is available from December
exclusively from:
Karstadt, Kurfürstendamm 231, D-10719 Berlin
Tel. +49 (0) 30 8800 3468
Email: peter.born@karstadt.de
(EAN 673634, 25 cm, Limited Edition of 1,000 pieces,
RRP 179.00 €)

N e ws

Germany

Gl o be t ro t t e r Te d d y Be a r
Berlin, Rome, Tokyo … wouldn’t it be wonderful to go
around the world, just once? Globetrotter Teddy bear, who
was issued this year exclusively for the KaDeWe in Berlin,
probably speaks for very many of us. Be that as it may, he
is a true companion, whether at home or when travelling.
Made of sand-coloured mohair, this bear stands 27 cm
tall. He is carrying a blue kit bag and wearing a matching
baseball cap – undeniably the perfect embodiment of the
“cool adventurer”!
This travel-happy “friend for life” is available exclusively
from:
KaDeWe, Tel. +49 (0) 172 388 9461,
Fax +49 (0)30 212 27 04, Email: info@kadewe.com.
(EAN 657535, 27 cm, Limited Edition of 1,000 pieces)
Germany

Empress Elisabeth Teddy Bear
In 2012, a stole with gold-embroidered floral ornamentations that once
belonged to Europe’s most beautiful empress was sold at auction by a
Swiss art auctioneer. Sometimes it is situations or events such as these
that provide the idea for a very special Teddy bear. The Teddy bear created
in co-operation with the company SammlerKontor in honour of “Sissi”
resulted from the sale of this unusual item. The result: a beautiful lady
Teddy bear in curly vanilla mohair with a silver hand-sewn nose and glass
eyes. The organza stole is an adaptation of the original one that was sold
at the auction. Her paw pads and soles are made of velvet, and the right one
is adorned with a Sissi star sewn in silver thread.
The Empress Elisabeth Teddy bear is the perfect addition to this year’s
Steiff autumn/winter theme of “Tales from the Castle”. Now that
the Steiff range includes the Count Andrássy Teddy bear (EAN
034770), whose namesake played such an important role in Sissi’s
life, collectors who are unable to resist “Sissi” and like to have a
specific theme to their collection have the opportunity to acquire
the matching companion.
The Empress Elisabeth Teddy bear is available exclusively from
the following address:
SammlerKontor OHG
Tel. +49 (0)6081 9285497
Fax +49 (0)6081 9285492
info@sammlerkontor.de
www.sammlerkontor.de
(EAN 673405, 25 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)
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uK

“s e B a s t I a n ”
– t h e h a r r o d s C h r I s t m a s B e a r 20 1 3

uK

royal BaBy wIndsor Bear
Royal Baby Windsor Bear must be the cutest Steiff Royal
bear ever commissioned for Peter Jones China. It’s for such
a grand occasion too – celebrating the birth of HRH Prince
George, first born of Duke & Duchess of Cambridge. He
is the newest member of the Royal Family who is third in
line of succession to the throne.

This year’s Harrods exclusive Teddy bear for Christmas is
named “Sebastian”. Sebastian has been traditionally hand
crafted with fully jointed limbs and has the famous Harrods
insignia embroidered in gold thread on his left paw pad.
His light brown mohair coat has been skilfully made from
the luxurious wool of the Angora goat. The mohair on
his nose has been expertly clipped shorter to better show
off the expression in his warm, hand-stitched smile. His
deep black shoe button eyes have been finished with a soft
brown felt backing, which gives his beautifully bright and
wide-eyed look. Sebastian is dressed up for Christmas in
his delicately embroidered red felt bowtie. He even comes
complete with his own little felt gingerbread Santa Ted!
With arms out stretched for a Christmas hug, the cute
little chap is ready to be taken home for a place under the
Christmas tree.
To order please contact:
Harrods: +44 (0)207 225 6781,
janelle.johnson@harrods.com
(EAN 663727, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces, RRP £159)

Royal Baby Windsor Bear is made of delicately tipped
mohair. This brown-blond combination certainly lends
itself to the latest addition in our collection of Royal bears
from Steiff. embroidered upon his foot is a golden crown
denoting his Royal lineage, and he is aptly adorned with a
satin bow showing the name and date of birth of the future
Monarch.
His cute facial expression is as sweet and innocent as any
Baby bear can be. Appealing eyes reach out to you for that
smile and endearment that all bears and babies crave, and
when you give our Baby bear a little squeeze he will squeak
his appreciation!
Contact:
Peter Jones China: +44 (0)1924 362510
www.Peterjoneschina.com
(EAN 664267, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces, RRP £150)

How to reaCH tHe steiff Club iN tHe uK:
leyla Maniera, Margarete Steiff uK, Astra House, The Common, Cranleigh, Surrey Gu6 8RZ,
tel.: +44 (0) 1483 266643, fax: +44 (0) 1483 266650, e-mail: leyla.maniera@steiff.com
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uSA /Netherlands

IrIs Bear
The Toy Shoppe and Berelijn proudly present a Teddy
inspired by one of the world’s most popular flowers. The
blossom’s rich history dates back to ancient Greece. The
Greek goddess Iris, messenger of the gods (whose name
meant “rainbow”) was believed to serve as a link between
heaven and earth. The Greeks planted irises over the graves
of women so that the goddess would guide the dead
on their journey. during the Middle Ages, irises were
associated with the French monarchy. Today, the beauty of
the iris is captured in a gorgeous mohair bear. She is sewn
from finest pure white mohair with the popular iris motif
stitched across her coat. Her claws and nose are stitched
with purple thread, and she is five-way jointed. Available
exclusively from Berelijn and The Toy Shoppe.
To order contact:
berelijn: +31 78 631 8028
the toy shoppe: 1 800 447-7995 (within u.S);
or +804 379-7995 (outside u.S.)
or visit www.thetoyshoppe.com or www.berelijn.com.
(EAN 682384, 33 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)

uSA

Berry, the annUal
swaroVsKI elements B e a r
Steiff collectors truly adore bears adorned with
SWAROVSKI eleMeNTS. years after its inception, this
enduring North American series is as popular as ever. For
2013-2014, we proudly present Berry, our latest addition
to the set. Berry is sewn from finest snowy white alpaca
and features bright white paw pads. Around her neck, she
wears a faceted ruby red SWAROVSKI eleMeNTS stone
accented with tiny glittering stars. But what really sets
Berry apart is her deep red Xillion stone studded in her
ear – it’s the first time a coloured stone has been used as
the “Button in ear” in the entire series! you’ll want to be
sure this historic first is a part of your collection of Steiff
Teddies with SWAROVSKI eleMeNTS.
(EAN 682650, 30 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)

How to reaCH tHe steiff Club iN NortH aMeriCa:
Steiff North America, Carolyn Smith, Club Administrator tel.: +1 401 312-0080, e-mail: carolyn@steiffusa.com
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Collecting Steiff dogs
An interview with a Steiff collector who loves canines.

over 1,000 pieces, mostly from the 1950’s through 1970’s
in every condition, as items from that time frame were
not so expensive. Then, in 2007, I changed my collecting
preferences a bit and decided to focus on vintage Steiff
items that were in very good, complete condition.

You have an absolutely amazing collection of dogs!

Mr. Dirk Fuger’s
collection of dogs
includes more than
200 specimens from
the era from 1950
through 1965.

Steiff is best known for their playful and high quality Teddy
bears. But, over time, the company has also produced
wonderful dogs in almost every breed imaginable, and
they have become favourites as well. Today’s interview is
with a collector who has a special passion and interest in
Steiff dogs.

Steiff:
Please tell us a little about yourself.
Dirk Fuger:
My name is Dirk Fuger and I am 47 years old. I live in the
state of North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany, and I work
as a clerk in a municipal company.

How did you become interested in collecting Steiff?

Yes, I especially like Steiff dogs and have a large collection
of them. I had a Labrador named Kira for 16 years and she
was very special to our family. I do love pets, and I think
that many other Steiff collectors also adore “real life” dogs
and cats as household companions.
Right now, my collection of dogs includes about 200
examples from 1950 through 1965. All of them are complete
with all of their IDs, and in very good condition. They
are always pieces from the first in the series. Of course,
I always hope to add more, but I am not in a rush. My
collection makes me very happy!
Today, it is difficult to buy beautiful and complete vintage
Steiff dogs because many collectors are looking for them,
and they are very popular all over the world.

How do you display your Steiff dogs?
A large part of my dog collection is displayed in a glass
front case so I can protect the animals against dust and
moths. Keeping them in the best condition possible is
extremely important to me. Some of the collection I have
to store in boxes because I just don’t have the space to
display everything all at one time. I really enjoy holding the
animals and studying them and delighting in their beauty,
and this display case makes it easy to do so.
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Above left:
Mr. Fuger posing with
a few of his favourite
Steiff pieces.
His collection includes
more than 1,000 items.
Above right:
A rare cocker
spaniel set produced
exclusively for FAO
Schwarz in the U.S. is
one of Mr. Fuger’s
rarest collectibles.
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I have collected old things, including furniture, lamps,
porcelain, and old toys, ever since I was a teenager. One of
my lifelong hobbies has been visiting flea markets, garage
sales, and antique shows looking for nice old things. I used
to be interested in all plush animals and Teddy bears, but
now I only collect Steiff toys.
About 15 years ago, my wife and I rediscovered her small
childhood collection of 1960’s-era Steiff animals as part of
our home renovation project. I found them very appealing,
and from that point on, I became extremely interested in
collecting Steiff items. Within 10 years, I had collected

Tell us about a few favourite dogs in your collection.
Overall, my favourite dogs are from the late 1940’s through
the 1950’s. I personally find the items from this period very
elegant and appealing. Of course, I also love all rare dogs
in very good condition, complete with all IDs. But, due to
space constraints, I limit myself to items 10 inches or less
in size. My oldest dog at the moment is a Treff 3317 from
1930. He is in very good condition, complete, and has a
working press voice.

Passions

I love the series of dog families resting on cushions in
wicker baskets that Steiff made for the toy store FAO
Schwarz in the 1950’s and 1960’s. One of my favourite
items in my collection is my Molly the Puppy family set
from 1961; it is in complete, excellent condition.
I am also very interested in unusual Steiff dogs, perhaps
samples or items that do not appear in catalogues or
reference books. For example, I have several black and
white Revue Susi dogs. They are also in a wicker basket,
stitched to the cushion, and have FAO Schwarz tags like
my Molly the Puppy family set. As many vintage Steiff
collectors know, Revue Susi is honey blond. At first when I
got this set for the collection I thought there was a mistake,
as Cockie is the only black and white Cocker Spaniel, and
there is no mention of this item in the Steiff Sortiment
reference books. But these black and white Revue Susi dogs
are all original, and authentic. I would be very interested to
know if there are any others out there!
Mr. Fuger’s
collection of dogs is
displayed in a glass
case for protection
from dust and moths.

What Steiff dogs have you always wanted for your collection, but do
not have yet?
Oh, there are a few Steiff dogs that I have been searching
for and hope to find some day. Two in particular are the
25 cm Elektrola Fox from 1968 through 1970, and the FAO
Schwarz Royal Dalmatian Dally from 1963. Of course, they
need to be in perfect, complete condition! But I can wait
to find them, as all collectors know much of the fun and

pleasure of collecting is in the hunt for the most precious
treasures.
Thank you so much for your time and for sharing your remarkable
collection!
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Inspired by the headlines
Some Steiff articles were created in response to newsworthy events.
(Continuation from the last issue)

Steiff produced this
rare “Uncle Sam”
doll in 1904 for one
year only.

united states Politics
Steiff has from the turn of last century kept a close eye on American politics.
Of course, the company’s celebrated Teddy bears are named after one of
America’s most influential Presidents at the time, Theodore Roosevelt!
Here are a few other vintage Steiff products borrowed right from the
headlines of last century’s editions of The New york Times!
uncle sam dolls:
Perhaps Steiff’s earliest reference to united States politics was its “uncle
Sam” doll, produced in 1904 only. This long, tall skinny 50 cm doll was
made from felt and had a velvet face. He was jointed and dressed in red
pants and a blue jacket. He also wore a patriotic top hat. uncle Sam was
a good example of the company’s early “charakterpuppe” dolls. These
dolls were made from felt, were five ways jointed, and featured a vertical
seam down the middle of their faces. These early dolls also had comical,
exaggerated features – such as extremely lean or rotund bodies, huge feet,
or cartoon-like faces.

Opossums:
The next united States political event to trigger a Steiff creation was just
a few years after uncle Sam, in 1909. When William Taft, whose nickname
was “Billy Possum,” became president right after Teddy Roosevelt, many
people thought that the opossum would take the place of the Teddy bear
The Dolly Teddy was as a beloved plaything and become a nationwide mascot of good will.
produced from 1913 In response to the news from Washington, Steiff immediately
through 1918.
produced two mohair opossums – a crouching and a begging
version. Both had black bead eyes, a pink nose, felt ears, and a
long skinny tail, and appeared in the Steiff catalogue through
1914. Needless to say, the opossums did not have the charm or
appeal of Teddy bears, and the efforts to promote this item
all but failed. As a result, these early opossums are amongst
the most sought after non-bear items amongst Steiff collectors
worldwide today.

Hoping to duplicate
the success of the Teddy
bear, Steiff produced
two opossums to
honour U.S. president
William Taft.

dolly bears:
When Woodrow Wilson was elected to the u.S. presidency in 1911, he
did not have an animal mascot – unlike Roosevelt and Taft. In honour
of the new president, Steiff created the dolly bear, which was unveiled at
the leipzig toy fair of 1913. dolly was produced in 25, 30, and 32 cm in
red, white, and blue to match the colours of the United States flag. Dolly
appeared in the line through 1918.
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Zoo News
A trip to the zoo is
a wonderful way
to reconnect with
nature and the
animal kingdom,
and even to see some
headline making news
firsthand! Such is the case
with these three Steiff items, which
were inspired by their great looks, interesting stories, and
media appeal!
Pandas:
When pandas made their debut in zoos in Chicago and
london in 1938, they became overnight international
sensations. People stood in line for hours to catch a
glimpse of these exotic black and white beauties from so
far away. To capture the public’s fascination with pandas,
Steiff quickly produced a five ways jointed version of the
bear, based on their popular Teddy baby design of the day.
like Teddy babies, early Steiff pandas were famous for
their distinctive smiles; downturned wrists; flat, broad
feet made for standing; and sweet, chubby, toddler-like
features. Overall, the first Steiff pandas were produced
in 15 and 30 cm from 1939 through 1942. According to
company records, 1,293 of the larger size and 145 of the
smaller size were produced and sold in this time frame.
Knut the Polar Bear:
Knut was born in late 2006 at the Berlin Zoological
Garden. Rejected by his mother at birth, Knut was
raised and nurtured by hand by loyal zookeepers.
He was introduced to the world in early 2007
and instantly became the zoo’s star and a
worldwide celebrity. People would
stand in line for hours to view Knut
happily frolic with his beloved
caretakers during daily viewing
periods. Knut was such a popular
attraction it was estimated that he
singlehandedly was responsible for an
extra five million euros in revenue for
the zoo as well as a 30% increase in visitors
in 2007. To celebrate Knut’s popularity,
Steiff created several Knut-related products,
including a 30 cm, 3,000 piece Knut “Masterpiece”

edition in alpaca with a
double jointed neck; a
series of soft plush yellow
tag play versions of Knut;
a larger plush Knut on
wooden rockers; and an 8 cm,
3,000 edition white alpaca Knut
Christmas ornament.
Most unexpectedly, Knut died
in early March, 2011, most
likely from drowning
following an epileptic fit
brought on by stress.
Mary Zwo:
In 2007, a six week old baby gorilla named Mary Zwo was
discovered lying critically ill in her mother’s arms at a zoo
in the western German city of Münster. Mother and baby
were put in a separate area of the zoo’s facility to keep them
apart from the father, who had been attacking them. The
mother, feeling the stress of isolation, started to neglect
her baby as a result. Zoo staff discovered Mary Zwo in
terrible condition, and immediately sent her for intensive
care at a hospital – for humans! She was placed in a human
baby’s incubator and given special medical treatment. She
recovered and was sent to a special gorilla “nursery” in
Stuttgart Zoo so that she could be looked after together
with other infant gorillas. Her plight – as well as her
adorable looks and personality – caught the world’s heart,
and attention! To share her story, Steiff created a play
version of Mary Zwo as part of the company’s 2008 line.
This yellow-tagged precious primate is 28 cm, made
from soft brown plush, and even wears a
white diaper like her namesake.
When we look into our crystal ball, it
is difficult to predict what the future
may hold. But one thing is certain:
Steiff will continue to
reflect current events
from around the
world – just as the
company has done
so creatively in years
passed.
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The legacy of the Steiff panda
Surprising facts about the history of this bear.

Panda bears are perhaps the most beloved of Steiff’s “rare bears” and have been a collector’s
favourite since their introduction in the line in the late 1930’s. They are also amongst the
most endangered species on Earth, with the World Wildlife Fund estimating that there are
no more than 1,600 pandas alive in the wild today. Because most pandas are from remote
areas in China, it was not until the early 1930’s that most of the world even learned of these
handsome and gentle giants.
Many people are surprised to learn that the Roosevelt family was not only involved with
the inspiration behind the Teddy bear, but also the widespread introduction of panda bears
to the world! In the early 1930’s, former President Theodore Roosevelt’s sons, Theodore
and Kermit – also hunting enthusiasts like their father – captured a giant panda in the
Hsifan mountain region of China. After this hunting adventure was over, they toured
many countries and gave talks on the panda and their trip to Asia. Zoos from all over the
world, learning of this “new” species, really wanted to include live pandas as part of their
animal exhibits. However, transporting pandas from China proved complicated and costly.
But in 1938, pandas finally debuted to the general public at zoos in Chicago, Illinois and
London, England.
Pandas were an immediate sensation upon their introduction – the world’s new black and
white sweethearts! They became the talk of the town and the subject of many news stories,
even London’s Evening Standard newspaper published a series of children’s cartoons that
followed the trials and tribulations of “Pindar the Panda.” Of course, knowing a good
thing when they saw it, Steiff quickly followed suit and began producing playful pandas
in their line as well.
The first panda bear made his Steiff debut in 1938.
He was made from shaggy black and white mohair, five
ways jointed, and could stand on his own because of his
flat feet. His face was detailed with glass pupil eyes that
were highlighted with black airbrushing and a sweet
open mouth lined in light pink felt. Steiff’s first panda
design was produced overall in 15 and 30 cm from 1938
through 1942.
Early Steiff pandas have paw pads made from beige linen,
not felt. This is not an uncommon treatment in the late
1930’s through the early 1940’s when felt for toymakers in
Germany was limited. Similar linen detailing can also be
found on some of the company’s traditional bears as well as
their Teddy babies from this period.
The success of this first early panda inspired Steiff to produce more pandas in the line as
soon as the factory reopened for business after World War II. The pre-war panda design
was updated in 1951, while felt paw pads were used from 1951 through 1955 and a suede-like
grey rubber material in the place of felt from 1956 onward. The newer panda pattern, also a
collector’s favourite, was in the line until 1961.

left: a panda from 1938
with linen paw pads.
right: a panda from
1950 with felt paw pads.

...
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left:
a 12 cm mohair panda
from the fifties.
right:
Molly panda made
of woven fur
(1978 - 1989).

bottom left:
mohair Floppy pandas
from 1953 - 1961.
bottom right:
Petsy pandas made
of woven fur
(1986 - 2003).

Another interesting one was Steiff’s exclusive panda for
the high-end toy store F.A.O. Schwarz: a palm sized 11
cm “bendy” style cub made from black and white mohair
with a tiny black-bead eyes and a black embroidered nose
and mouth. This petite prince was in the line from 1968
through 1972.
Moving forward, novelty-style pandas made a few
appearances in the Steiff catalogue through the 1950’s,
1960’s, and 1970’s: Floppy Panda was one of the company’s
delightful, classic “sleeping” style animals in the 1950’s and
60’s.

From the early 1970’s onward, Steiff has almost continuously
had soft plush pandas specifically designed for play in its
catalogue; beloved models include Tanky, the young panda
(18 cm from 1973 through 1976); Movi, the soft panda (30
and 40 cm from 1973 through 1976); and Petsy panda (28,
35, and 45 cm from 1986 through 2003.)

Even though not widely known or publicized, Steiff also
created a very limited number of Studio sized pandas, most
likely in the early 1970’s. These were 190 cm tall, standing,
unjointed, and made entirely from long shaggy mohair –
except for their ears, which were made from black dralon.
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Their faces, which were
made from slightly shorter
white mohair, were detailed
with large brown and black
pupil eyes and a hand
embroidered black nose and
mouth. Their footpads were
made from heavy plastic
material, their airbrushed
paw pads from trivera velvet.
Because of their enormous
size and proportions, these
life-sized bears had a metal
support stand attached to
their backs, allowing them
to keep their balance and
stand on their own.
In the mid-1980’s, Steiff
started producing panda
replicas for collectors. In
1984 through 1985, Steiff made 29 and 35 cm versions of
its original debut panda bear from 1938. Like the pre-war
original, he was five ways jointed and made from white and
black mohair. Even his chest tag was a replica of the one that
would have been worn by the original – a classic tag with
an angular Teddy bear face at the bottom. This particular
edition was a United States exclusive. Other recent pandas
of note for collectors would include Steiff’s 25 cm mohair
Giant Panda produced as a 1,500 piece limited edition for
the San Diego Zoo in 1998 as well as Foo, the Happy Panda,
and Little Foo, the first ever Steiff panda key chain; both
from the 2004 North American Limited Edition collection.
Foo was 25 cm and produced in an edition of 1,500 pieces.
Little Foo was 10 cm and produced in an edition of 3,500
pieces. And most recently, in honour of the 75th year of the
panda’s appearance in the Steiff catalogue, Steiff produced
a charming 25 cm version of its original 1938 panda as a
Worldwide Limited Edition of 1,938 pieces in 2013.

left:
a 190 cm Studio panda
from the 1970‘s, possibly
a one-of-a-kind item
right: mohair pandas
from 1951 - 1961
bottom right:
75th anniversary
panda, 25 cm,
EAN 035005, 2013

introduced in 1929, and are famous for their distinctive
smiles, downturned wrists, flat, broad feet made for
standing, and sweet, chubby, toddler-like features. These
traits translated beautifully into black and white – and
explain the “panda-monium” created whenever one of
these early bears appears on the secondary
market today.

And just why are Steiff’s pandas so appealing? All share
the similar characteristics of endearing and adorable good
looks, playful personalities, and just a touch of the exotic.
And if you look closely at the company’s earliest panda
designs, you can’t help but notice that they share many of
the design characteristics of one of the company’s most
endearing patterns ever – Teddy Baby. Teddy Babies were
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Readers’ Service
Do you have a question about something in your collection? Learn more here!

Question:
I found this little cow-like
animal at a yard sale recently.
He certainly looks like he was
made by Steiff, but he doesn’t
have any Steiff tags or a button.
Was he made by Steiff, and if so,
what can you tell me about him?
JR, London, England
Answer:
Your find was made by Steiff
and is called Oxy the Oxen.
This particular model is 10 cm, standing, and unjointed.
Oxy is made from mohair, has a cord tail, and a velvet
snout, dewlap, and horns. His face is detailed with playful
black and white google-style eyes. Oxy was manufactured
in 10, 14, and 22 cm between 1953 and 1957 overall.

Question:
I received this little dressed Steiff Chick from a special aunt many
years ago for my birthday. I have always cherished the piece and tried
to take very good care of it over the years. I can’t seem to find any
information on her. Can you help?
PS, Bonn, Germany
Answer:
What we have here is Steiff’s Kiki Chick. Kiki is 12 cm,
standing, and head jointed. Her body, arms, and legs are
made of rubber. Her head is made of yellow mohair. Her
face is detailed with little
black eyes, a yellow plastic
beak, an orange comb
and a touch of airbrushed
highlights. Her wings are
made of yellow mohair
that has been “fitted” over
her rubber arm skeleton.
Kiki wears a red and white
striped cotton dress, white
felt bloomers, and brown
and white painted shoes,
which are molded as
part of her legs. Kiki was
produced in this size only
from 1955 through 1959.
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Question:
Many years ago, for my
wedding, a group of friends
gave me this Steiff bride mouse
as a shower gift. Recently they
told me that they purchased
it at FAO Schwarz in New
York City. Did FAO Schwarz
carry dressed Steiff mice at one
time?
FG, Chicago, Illinois USA
Answer:
This sweet treasure is called “Bride Mouse” and was indeed
an exclusive for the upscale toy store FAO Schwarz. Bride
Mouse is a dressed version of Steiff’s traditional and
beloved “Pieps” mohair mouse, who is 8 cm, unjointed,
and in the “begging” position. Bride Mouse wears an
elaborate white silk and lace gown and white tulle veil.
She holds a little bouquet of silk flowers and wears a string
of faux pearls. FAO Schwarz’s Bride Mouse appeared in
the line from 1966 through 1972. FAO Schwarz also had
a formally dressed Groom Mouse in the line from 1966
through 1967.

Question:
My Dad recently presented my
son with this sweet little woollen
bird that he has had since he was
a child. I know it is Steiff because
of his little leg bracelet and Steiff
button. The numbers on the tag
read 6508,6. What kind of bird
is he, and about when was he
made?
PR, Dublin, Ireland
Answer:
What a precious example of an early Steiff woollen
miniature bird! Your heirloom is a Golden Bunting and
was made in the 1934 through 1943 time frame. The bird
is 8 cm, standing, head jointed, and made from yellow
and brown Nomotta wool. He is brought to life with an
orange felt beak, black button eyes, brown felt tail feathers,
and brown painted metal legs. This same bird was also
produced in a tiny 4 cm version as well.

Cu lT u R e

E-Mail from Spain
dear readers:
It’s that time of year again – the time to celebrate! The holidays are fast
approaching, and this year, I’m celebrating in Spain!
I’ve chosen this special location because it’s where my beautiful porcelain
crown originated – in the Spanish factory of lladró, the famous
porcelain maker. like Steiff, lladró is known for its high level of
fine craftsmanship. And like Germans, the Spanish people love to
celebrate at Christmastime.
Christmas traditions in Spain include incredibly elaborate
“Nacimiento” (nativity scenes), Christmas trees, and remarkable
markets featuring fruits, flowers, sweets, candles, decorations
and hand-made gifts. Often, as the Christmas eve stars appear
in the heavens, tiny oil lamps are lighted, warming village
windows. At midnight, the ringing of bells calls
families to “la Misa del Gallo” (The Mass of the
Rooster). The most beautiful of these candlelight
services is held at the monastery of Montserrat,
high in the mountains near Barcelona.
Christmas dinner is never eaten until after
midnight. It is a family feast, and often
highlighted with “Pavo Trufado de Navidad”
(Christmas turkey with truffles). After the meal,
family members gather around the Christmas tree
and sing carols and hymns. The rejoicing continues through
the early hours of the morning. An old Spanish verse says ...
“esta noche es Noche Buena, y no es noche de dormir”
(This is the goodnight, therefore it is not meant
for sleep).
It is not Santa or Father Christmas who comes to
Spain bearing gifts, but the Three Wise Men. The
Spanish Christmas continues for a few weeks after dec.
25th. On the eve of epiphany, January 5th, children place
their shoes on the doorstep, and in the secret of the night,
the Three Wise Men pass leaving gifts. January 6th, epiphany,
is heralded with parades in various cities where candy and cakes are
distributed to throngs of children.
When you hang me on your Christmas tree, think about the wonderful time
I’m having in Spain. I’ll think of you, too, and wish you all the best for a
happy holiday season!
Kind regards,
your lladró King Ornament
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Three decades of joy
Steiff designer has been bringing happiness to collectors since 1981.

Like so many enthusiasts, Margit Richter says she has loved Steiff “since birth”.
She fondly recalls playing with a Steiff lamb that she received from her
grandmother when Margit was born. But unlike most fans, Margit
decided to turn her passion into a career. On 1 July 1981, she joined Steiff
full-time as a designer. Since then, she has created literally hundreds of
animals, Teddy bears, and other characters.
Winnie the Pooh from
the autumn/winter
range was designed by
Margit Richter.

Even though she has now been with the company for 32 years,
she still remembers the first piece she ever designed for Steiff.
“It was a little chain of animals for babies,” she says, “with four
little elephants and four little ducks. That was the beginning.”
Certainly, she has come a long way since then! Currently, Margit
specializes in everything from Studio pieces to licensed articles.
She has a special ability to bring popular characters to life.
“I like the difficulties in designing these kinds of pieces. I loved
doing several items for Disney, including Mickey Mouse, Minnie
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Mouse, Pinocchio and Gepetto, Big Al, Baloo, and the
characters from Fantasia 2000,” she says. “And, of course,
Kumamon,” she quickly adds. (Kumamon is a licensed
character which is the mascot for a region in Japan. It is
one of the most successful pieces in Steiff history – selling
out in just 15 seconds when made available online. See also
page 23 of this issue.)
But among the favourite items she has created, Margit
prefers the exotic animals. “The tarsier I did for Nature
Life a few years ago is near the top of my list,” she says. “I
also did a wombat and a manatee and loved both of them.”
Those aren’t the only things she fell in love with during
her career at Steiff. She also met her husband at the
company! “It was in 1991 when Richard Konold started as
a designer,” she recalls. “We both liked horseback riding,
so we already had that in common. We went riding at a
ranch in Arizona in the U.S. and were eventually married.

We still work together, though Richard now works in Margit Richter
at work
another department at Steiff.”
Margit’s impressive resume at Steiff includes many pieces
that are still collector favourites. She designed the red,
blue, and yellow Harlequin replica for the Club, the
popular series of felt dolls (such as the “Gentleman in
Morning Coat,” the “Tennis Lady,” “Noso the Clown,” the
farmer and his wife, and many others), and, most recently,
the sapphire bear.
Ms. Richter says that it is the emotional connection that
designs make with collectors that accounts for their appeal.
“The product is emotional, and the people who work on it
must be emotional, too. That is what makes us different.
That is what is so special about Steiff.”
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Events
Club events and other dates

Other dates

5 December 2013, 14 - 17 hrs
free datings and appraisals
at the Steiff Museum,
Giengen a. d. Brenz
Contact:
Teddydorado GmbH,
Marienstraße 2, 53343 Wachtberg
tel. + 49 (0)228 20 76 758
fax +49 (0)228 20 76 759

GerMaNY
2/11 (NI)
7/11 (NI)
8/11
8/11
8/11 (NI, W)
8/11 (NI)

5 to 8 December 2013
Christmas Market outside
the Steiff Museum

9/11 (NI)

23 February 2014, 11 - 17 hrs
North German doll,
Teddy Bear and Miniatures Exchange
CCH Congress Centrum, Hamburg
Contact: Christine Spies
Max-Fremery-Str. 3a,
50827 Cologne
tel. +49 (0)2 21 5 30 63 53
fax +49 (0)2 21 5 30 56 89
www.teddybaer-welt.de

9/11

8 to 9 March 2014
teddybär welt 2014
Rhein-Main Hallen, Wiesbaden
Contact: Christine Spies see above

9/11 (NI, W)

15/11
22/11

Carl schäffer Geschenke,
Nikolaiort 7-9, Osnabrück, tel. +49 (0)541/3313132
spielwaren strobel, Neue Str. 55, Balingen, tel. +49 (0) 7433/9021501
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH,
Zeil 90, Frankfurt, tel. +49 (0)69/92905468
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH,
Bahnhofstr. 15-17, Bielefeld, tel. +49 (0)521/52880
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH,
Obere Koenigsstr. 31, Kassel, tel. +49 (0)561/7896374
schrödl & Kohler GmbH,
ekkehardstr. 30, Singen, tel. +49 (0)7731/9752110
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH,
Obernstr. 5 - 33, Bremen, tel. +49 (0)421/3071468
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH,
Obere Koenigsstr. 31, Kassel, tel. +49 (0)561/7896374
Spielzeugparadies Wagner OHG,
dr. Ruer-Platz 6, Bochum, tel. +49 (0)234/902820
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH,
Remigiusstraße 20-24, Bonn, tel. +49 (0)228/5160
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH,
Am Paradeplatz, Mannheim, tel. +49 (0)621/380450

switZerlaNd
13/11
steiff Galerie, Zürich, tel. +41 (0) 44.2124642
Great britaiN
16/1/14
QVC show
14 + 15/3/14 teddy bears of witney, Witney, Tel: +44 (0) 1993 702616 or 706616
16/3/14
the bear Garden, Guildford Tel: +44 (0) 1483 302581
19/3/14
QVC show
(NI = New introductions, W = Christmas window opening)
Subject to change. Please contact the Club stores for further information.
You will find further dates and addresses of Club stores at www.steiff.com (column Club/Club events).
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Unusual visit
Kumamon visits the Steiff Museum.

On 9 July, the Kumamon
walking act visited the Steiff
Museum. Accompanied
by a delegation from
Kumamoto, on his arrival
the Steiff management
introduced him to his Steiff
“double”. Steiff presented a
Kumamon Teddy bear in Japan
in May. The limited edition of 1,500
bears (EAN 677595) sold out in 15 seconds.
Kumamon is a mascot created by the government of
Kumamoto Prefecture. He was first created in 2010, and
in 2011 won the Yuru Chara Grand Prix for best mascot. In
July he appeared at the Japan Expo in Paris, and today is
one of the most popular figures in Japan.

ANTHEUM guests at the ZDF’s show
“Bares für Rares”
Steiff Club retailer Sandra V. Schäfer of the ANTHEUM
in Cologne was guest on the “Bares für Rares” (“cash for
rarities”) show on the ZDF with Horst Lichter.
She purchased rare pre-war bears and special Steiff Teddy
bears live on TV, and they can now be admired at (and are
available to buy from) the shop in Cologne’s Old Town.
For Christmas, the ANTHEUM has a range of enchanting
Christmas bears as well as antique movable items to
admire.

Sandra Schäfer and
Horst Lichter on
“Bares für Rares”

ANTHEUM
Unter Käster 12
50667 Cologne
Tel. +49 (0)221 277 266 60
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Three wishes
Club member Matthias Müller-Friedrichs publishes children’s book.
under the heading of “Three wishes” in the August issue 2012, we reported
on author and Club member Matthias Müller-Friedrichs and his passion for
Steiff animals. His first wish, to publish a children’s book about “Coco the
monkey and Andy the bear”, has now come true. The two Steiff friends have
the most amazing adventures in this 114-page story book, which is suitable
for children aged 4 and over. The book was published by Projekte Verlag
Cornelius, Halle. ISBN 978-3-95486-384-6, price 15.90 €.
(please also see www.coco-und-andy.de)
And his second wish of putting together a museum of toys and models
in Cronenberg also seems to be well on the way to becoming reality.
For the latest information, please go to
www.modell-spielzeugmuseum.de

From Club members for Club members
Impressions with Steiff animals

Great car, great artwork.
Teddy Bug!
And amazingly, created by hand!
Photo: Club member Sylvia Hainzl,
Austria
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flocke and her new friend.
Photo: Vera Terpstra,
Netherlands

Club member Birgit Frick of Stuttgart
has made her Steiff Teddy bear “Orsi”
the main character in a story written in the
Swabian dialect, and accompanied him on
his household tasks. Garden work is also
included …

M I S Ce llA N e O u S

The cuddliest magazine in the world
The Steiff magazine for children has been
available since 1 October.
On 1 October, the 36-page Steiff Magazine for Children aged 4 to 9
was launched. The “cuddliest magazine in the world” is available from
newsagents and Steiff shops, and contains fun and games for all little
cuddle bugs and bear lovers. It contains charming and informative stories
revolving around the fascinating world of bears and pages of puzzles and
games and colouring. The “cuddle barometer” tells young readers what
kind of bear is most dear to their hearts. There are 8 papercraft pages (on
thick crafting paper) so readers can dress their favourite bear just as they
like. Available in Germany only.

Germany

KUmpel ot to teddy

Bear

Club members around dortmund and Mülheim might
have already met him at a Club event in October: the
exclusive item for Karstadt in dortmund, Mülheim and
Bochum. It is a Teddy bear that represents a whole
industry and the people
who work in it. His
name: Kumpel Otto.

Germany’s Ruhrgebiet is firmly linked to mining. For
centuries, the landscape of the Ruhrgebiet has been shaped
by coal mining. In our mind’s eye, we see pictures of shaft
towers, smoking chimneys, vast piles of coal and miners
with blackened faces when we think of the “Kohlenpott”
mining region in the Ruhr area. Coal has been mined
underground in the region since the late Middle Ages.
About 10 years ago, there were still 300 collieries in the
area. At its high point, the Ruhr coal industry employed
almost 600,000 people; now, it is possibly soon going to
be history.
Kumpel Otto (“Kumpel” is the German word for “miner”,
but also for “buddy” or “mate”) is made of the finest black
mohair and is wearing a cotton neckerchief. His nose
and claws are hand-stitched, and the colour of the floss
matches the bronze alloy trolley.
Kumpel Otto is available exclusively from the following:
Karstadt Mülheim, Abteilung 068, Humboldring 5,
d-45472 Mülheim e-Mail: klaus.stremer@karstadt.de,
Tel.: +49 (0)208 4951468
Karstadt Dortmund, Abteilung 068,
Westenhellweg 30 - 36, d-44137 dortmund
e-Mail: daisy.roemer@karstadt.de
Karstadt Bochum, Tel.: +49 (0)234-2392301
e-Mail: cornelia.richartz@karstadt.de
(EAN 673696, 15 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces,
RRP 169.00 €)
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All I want for Christmas is ...
Emma is our favourite for the Christmas season. Which Steiff item is yours?

Everyone must agree that the holidays are the most wonderful time of the year! Family,
favourite foods, and much loved traditions all come together for celebrations and pleasant
memories in the making. Steiff is also a big part of the winter holiday celebration for
many collectors. Some people decorate their homes with Steiff animals, others trim their
Christmas trees with Steiff ornaments (like Emma!), while others create lovely seasonal
centerpieces and mantle displays using the company’s beloved miniatures. And of course,
Steiff items also make the most perfect holiday gifts! If you could make a special request to
Santa Claus, what Steiff item or items – from any era – would you like to find under your
Christmas tree this year? Here is how a few collectors from around the world answered
that question!
“I would say the Steiff item that tops my wish list would be the rare and early
“Putzi” cartoon dog. He was only made for a very short time, from 1932 through
1935, in 22 and 28 cm. I find him very cute, and I love his droll facial expression.
It would be fantastic to add him to my collection!” – Simone G., Germany
“I was so excited to see that Steiff made not one, but two new Dachshunds
this year as part of its Selection Line! I love these more contemporary patterns
and colours, and just happen to have two live Dachshunds of my own, so of
course I am hoping Santa brings me both Romeo and the little matching Romeo
key ring!” – Leonie P., England
“It wouldn’t be Christmas in our home without a new Steiff Ted! It’s been a tradition my
wife and I started together when we got married over a decade ago. We’ve decided this year
the lucky cub will be Steiff’s 2013 Musical Christmas Teddy Bear. We just love his gorgeous
expression and elegant velvet jacket.” – Adrian and Lara R., Switzerland
“I’m totally a dog person and try and collect as many of Steiff’s limited edition dogs as
possible. So I have two items tied for first place on my list this year. The first would be
the Steiff Spotty Replica 1928. His bright orange ear and the “target” around his eye are
completely irresistible. And the second would be the tiny Biggie Beagle Replica. I actually
think he’s cuter than the original Steiff Biggie, and his tiny collar and leash are such perfect
accessories!” – Mark C., Chicago, IL
“We have a baby on the way, and are putting together our first nursery. The theme is Noah’s
ark. So we were pleased to learn that Steiff is coming out with a line of soft, life sized
animals for children, as these would be so great for decorating. And are childproof! We’re
hoping Santa brings us the large Studio Flaps penguin... well, actually two... for the new
baby’s room!” – Sean and Etmma O., Ireland
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Teddy bear
Emma ornament
(EAN 034831,
Limited Edition of
2,000 pieces)
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